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What’s New and What to Watch 

 Dates to Know 

In this week’s issue: 
• Coronavirus becomes International Pandemic 
• Russel Caffery’s Final Salute 
 
 
Members,  
 

What a difference a week makes! We knew that this would be an 
especially busy week with the beginning of the 2020 legislative session on 

Monday. We have been preparing for the next 2 ½ months to be jam 

packed, working to support our members and maintain the gains made in 

the last legislative session to create a free and fair marketplace.  Now here 

we are looking at the real possibility of the legislative session coming to a 
swift close. The legislature is now considering how to handle the 
remainder of the session in wake of the widespread impact the coronavirus pandemic is having on our state. 

It’s hard for the legislature to meet and not allow the public access, as that is something guaranteed in our 

democracy. Our legislature in Louisiana has long been open to public access and providing exemplary 

transparency to allow our citizens full participation in their government.  

The ordinary business of state government and the legislature has been dwarfed by the rapid escalation of, 
and response to, coronavirus in our state, with a statewide declaration of a public health emergency late last 
Friday and a new Executive Order today   

1) closing public schools K-12 for the next month (3/16-4/13),   

2)ending all event of more than 250 people and    

3)reducing the amount of face-to-face public interaction at state government buildings.   

The number of Louisiana cases rose overnight from 19 to 36 (as of 3 PM), with 26 in 
New Orleans.  We are witnessing rapidly changing conditions not only in the health 
care arena but in our daily lives, with increasing recommendations for social distancing 
and self-quarantine. Late yesterday, in addition to ordering all health care facilities in 
the state to restrict visitors, LDH recommended that all facilities 

 

• April 21-22nd—Congressional 

Visits 

• April 27th—Supreme Court 

Rally 
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https://gov.louisiana.gov/assets/ExecutiveOrders/27-JBE-2020-COVID-19.pdf
http://www.ldh.la.gov/index.cfm/newsroom/detail/5475
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consider limiting or restricting all elective or voluntary medical procedures for the next 30 days.  

  

Cancellations of both public and private meetings and events that were scheduled to take place through -- 
both large and small --are continually being announced. Before traveling to any meeting, it is suggested that 
you check to make certain that it has not been postponed.  

LDH announced that they have created a website with dedicated, up-to-date information on  coronavirus in 

Louisiana, with the number of state cases by parish updated at 9:30 a.m. daily.  

A new concern that emerged this week is the steep decrease in oil prices and the impact that could have on 
our state budget. Our budget is largely dependent on oil prices of approximately $59 a barrel and for every 
dollar decline in the price of a barrel of oil, our state budget loses about $12 M million dollars in direct tax 
revenue. This is giving great concern to the legislators and to us as we look at the possibility of a significant 
shortfall in anticipated revenue. The long-term history of our state shows us that in times of drops in revenue 
those areas of the budget most impacted are higher education and healthcare. We will have to be diligent 
in watching this activity as these areas impact not only our communities but Medicaid pharmacy 
reimbursement. One thing to watch for in the coming week is whether Congress approves 
a temporary increase in the Medicaid FMAP which would be a huge boost for states like Louisiana who are 
being hard hit by coronavirus.  

  

Farewell  

Russell Caffery who joined us nearly 5 years ago has been a tremendous asset to the LIPA team and friend to 
many of you, working diligently to make certain that we can guarantee our patients access to their choice of 
pharmacy provider. The work that we have done during his tenure has helped raise the profile of community 
independent pharmacies and increase the respect for and recognition by legislators of you as not only vital 
members of the healthcare industry but as the most accessible providers in the community. Further, his work 
helped in our bringing attention to how heavy-handed corporate influences and misinformation from 
multinational corporation's challenge community-based access for the healthcare you provide.   

As we see the governor’s second administration begin to take shape, along with a dramatic shift in 
composition of the legislature with an influx of new members from all parts of the state, this administration 
is  looking for highly talented people that can help them move forward on critically important tasks that 
impact all of us. The work that Russell did for us has been noted and is highly regarded so we were not 
surprised that the Louisiana Office of Coastal Activities within the Office of the Governor sought him out to 
be their Director of Intergovernmental Affairs. We are sad to see him go but know that the time he has spent 
working on community pharmacy issues will always be fondly remembered by him and by you. He will 
continue to use the knowledge and experience he gained with us at LIPA to benefit our Louisiana-based 
businesses and your communities with those he encounters in the future.  

Russell leaves us with our heartfelt thanks and our best wishes and congratulations as he enters this new 
chapter in his career.  

Your LIPA board and staff will continue to be here to work to support and further the business of your 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
http://www.lipanow.org/
http://www.ldh.la.gov/Coronavirus/
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Association. You may find different voices on the telephone but you can count on Dannielle, Ruth, Don, 
Hunter, Randal or look forward to speaking with Korey again as he rejoins us continuing the focus on our 
small businesses and the large role you play in healthcare delivery.   

Reading the fine print   

This is a reminder of the importance of carefully reading any amendments you may receive to your current 
contracts--including the payer’s policy or provider manual which may be referenced in the amendment.  The 
latest PBM consolidation is the new “collaboration” between Express Scripts (75 million members) and Prime 
Therapeutics (28 million members). A December 2019 news release from Prime noted that Express Scripts 
would begin providing “services related to retail pharmacy network . . . contracts” [emphasis added] so you 
may want to be on the lookout. Per the press release headline, the collaboration “leverages scale and 
capabilities to drive greater value” which could include efforts to reduce reimbursement to network providers.   

  

On Thursday, the House Judiciary Committee sent a bipartisan letter to the Federal Trade Commission and 
Department of Justice as anti-trust enforcers, expressing their concern with vertical mergers in the health 
care arena that are having a detrimental impact on the free market and consumers. Examples provided 
were Express Scripts-Cigna and CVS-Aetna mergers. The letter states that these mergers result in 
PBMs and insurers forcing or heavily coercing patients to use a PBM-owned pharmacy, regardless of the 
patient’s preference.   

   

Get ready to rally—or maybe not  

At this point, there are a lot of unknowns about previously scheduled events such as the rally planned in 
Washington DC on Monday April 27th.  We have been anticipating that it will be a huge day for independent 
pharmacists as the landmark Rutledge v. PCMA case –the question as to whether ERISA provisions in federal 
law preempt a state’s authority to regulate PBMs in self-insured health plans —is scheduled to be argued 
before the Supreme Court. Following the oral arguments, NCPA and their partnering organizations will host an 
organized rally at 11:30 AM on the steps of the Supreme Court. They are encouraging all members to 
join them on this historic day for community pharmacies nationwide. with as many pharmacists in white coats 
as possible and would like pharmacists who plan to attend to register so that they have an idea of how many 
will be attending.  

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
http://www.lipanow.org/
https://www.primetherapeutics.com/en/news/pressreleases/2019/release-prime-express-scripts-collaboration.html
https://mcusercontent.com/0275399506e2bdd8fe2012b77/files/47c7cab0-611d-4705-b925-b947bf7bf56b/3.12.20_DOJ_FTC_Vertical_Merger_Pharmacy_Letter.pdf?utm_source=Collins+Judiciary+Press+List&utm_campaign=42df6f93dc-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_03_12_04_18&utm_medium=email
https://www.ncpanet.org/advocacy/federal-advocacy/scotus.
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PBM monitoring advisory council meeting recap   

Along with regulation of PBMs, SB 41/Act 124 established the Pharmacy Benefit Manager Monitoring 
Advisory Council, with representatives from twenty different stakeholders including LIPA. The initial meeting 
was held on Tuesday, March 10th. Frank Opelka, representing the Department of Insurance was elected to chair 
the committee, with Jay Smith representing the Department of Justice elected as vice-chair. Both were the only 
nominees.   

The legislative thinking behind creating this Council was that it would create a forum for a broad-based group 
of stakeholders to meet and openly communicate their experience and perspective. The Council is not tasked 
with developing legislation but rather –through “getting together and talking to each other”—perhaps avoiding 
the need for issues to need to be addressed through legislation. One member of the Council stressed her 
interest in having a better understanding of trends related to PBMs and an awareness of how both sides—
payers and pharmacies—are being impacted and address issues quickly   

   

The Council decided that future meetings will be held on the second Wednesday of the first month the 
calendar quarter a 10:30 AM. This is the same day as the standing meetings for the Pharmacy Congress and 
Prescription Monitoring Program Advisory Council that are also held at the La Board of Pharmacy Offices. 
The next meeting will be on July 10th.   

   

A PBM representative as specified in current law did not attend this week’s meeting. HB 297 (Jordan) would 
amend the PBM representative as follows:   

*          *          * 13 (16) The president of a pharmacy benefit manager licensed by the Louisiana 14 Board of 
Pharmacy, selected by the Louisiana affiliate of the Pharmaceutical Care 15 Management Association from a 
list of interested and qualified individuals. 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louisiana-Independent-Pharmacies-Association-LIPA/940885072595774
http://www.lipanow.org/
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Coronavirus Outbreak Leads CVS To Say 

It Will Deliver Medications To Customers 

For Free 
USA Today 

To make sure those most vulnerable to the coronavirus don't 

have to venture out, CVS Pharmacy will deliver prescribed 

medications to customers for free. 

The free home delivery will start "immediately,'' the company 

said, adding that it's the latest step the health company is 

taking to deal with the outbreak of COVID-19, which has 

sickened tens of thousands around the world and led to 

26 deaths in the U.St 

"The latest steps we’re taking will help ensure patients of all 

ages have every option available to them when it comes to 

filling prescriptions,” Troyen Brennan, executive vice 

president and chief medical officer for CVS Health, said in a 

statement. "As long as COVID-19 continues to be a threat, 

we’ll maintain a relentless focus on how best to serve our 

patients, members and customers.” 

What kills the coronavirus?:These cleaners kill coronavirus: 

Lysol, Clorox, Purell products make EPA's disinfectants list 

Coronavirus continues to affect markets:Coronavirus fears 

drive crude oil prices to plunge 

Aetna, a CVS company, will also waive early refill limits on 

30-day prescriptions for medicines typically needed to address 

chronic conditions like hypertension and 

asthma.  And customers who are on Medicare, or who have 

Aetna health policies will be able to get prescriptions for such 

medications that last three months. 

Costco Buys Stake In SSM Health 

Pharmacy Benefit Manager 
Modern Healthcare 

Wholesale retailer Costco is expanding its footprint in the 

pharmacy benefit management business by purchasing a 

minor stake in a PBM owned by St. Louis-based hospital 

system SSM Health. 

SSM Health said the deal would allow the not-for-profit 

system to tap into Costco's expertise and expand its 

transparent PBM model, called Navitus Health Solutions, to 

more people. The deal also includes a specialty pharmacy 

subsidiary. 

Costco, meanwhile, could benefit if Navitus members are 

steered toward Costco stores and clinics, analysts at 

investment banking and advisory firm Evercore ISI wrote in a 

research note Wednesday. The retailer could also increase the 

reach of its own internal PBM business, depending on 

whether Costco's own internal PBM integrates with SSM 

Health's. Costco declined to answer questions about the 

partnership and financial details weren't disclosed. 

Pharmacy benefit managers administer prescription drug 

benefits for employers and insurers. Both SSM Health and 

Costco operate "100% pass-through" PBMs, meaning they 

derive revenue from a set administrative fee and return all 

rebates and discounts received from drugmakers back to their 

clients. 

Traditional PBMs, such as CVS Caremark and Express 

Scripts, keep their revenue streams secret, pocketing a certain 

percentage of those rebates and discounts instead of passing 

them through to the customer. Critics argue that traditional 

PBMs help to drive up the cost of prescription drugs, but 

transparent models have failed to obtain the market share 

that traditional PBMs have. Insurers Anthemand Centene 

Corp. are working to change that by investing in their own 

transparent PBM models. 

Navitus serves 6 million people and recorded about $494.2 

million in pharmacy benefit management revenue in 2018, 

SSM Health's latest annual financial data shows. Costco's 

pharmacy segment and PBM, called Costco Health 

Solutions, brings in about $2.6 billion in revenue, according 

to Evercore. Costco launched its PBM in 2013 and primarily 

serves small and midsize employers. 

"Navitus shares our long-term commitment to transparency 

and our philosophy of reducing costs and passing savings on 

to our members. Included in that mission is lowering the 

health care spend for patients at our pharmacy, optical and 

hearing aid departments," Costco President and CEO Craig 

Jelinek said in a news release. 

 

 

 

IN THE NEWS 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2020/03/09/coronavirus-cvs-deliver-medications-no-extra-cost/5002329002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2020/03/05/prepare-for-coronavirus-epa-disinfectants-list-covid-19/4966691002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2020/03/05/prepare-for-coronavirus-epa-disinfectants-list-covid-19/4966691002/
https://www.usatoday.com/videos/money/business/2020/03/09/coronavirus-oil-crash-crude-oil-prices-plunge/644060000/
https://www.usatoday.com/videos/money/business/2020/03/09/coronavirus-oil-crash-crude-oil-prices-plunge/644060000/
https://www.modernhealthcare.com/mergers-acquisitions/costco-buys-stake-ssm-health-pharmacy-benefit-manager
https://www.modernhealthcare.com/topic/ssm-health-care
https://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20190130/NEWS/190139998/anthem-will-launch-in-house-pbm-in-second-quarter-2019
https://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20180313/NEWS/180319969/centene-buys-stake-in-pharmacy-benefit-manager-rxadvance
https://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20180313/NEWS/180319969/centene-buys-stake-in-pharmacy-benefit-manager-rxadvance
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We are always here for you. 

 

543 Spanish Town Rd  

Baton Rouge, LA 70802 

 

Toll Free: (866) 266-1334 

Phone: (225) 308-2030 

Fax: (225) 308-2040 

 

Email us at: 

communications@LIPAnow.org 

Feds End Pilot Programs In New York 

Testing A Redesigned Medicaid 
Flapol 

Over the past  year,  I’ve made the drive from my small 

pharmacy in DeFuniak Springs to Tallahassee dozens of times 

to advocate for one priority: PBM reform. 

Unless significant reforms are made to Florida’s broken PBM 

system, patients will be put at risk due to lack of access to 

prescription drugs — especially those who live in smaller, 

more rural communities like mine. 

Local pharmacies have been under attack for some time by 

predatory middlemen called pharmacy benefit managers or 

PBMs. The three largest PBMs control 85% of the prescription 

drug  market  and,  together,  these  operators  are  driving 

neighborhood pharmacies out of business. 

This is not a situation like Blockbuster and Netflix where local 

pharmacists simply aren’t adapting to the new market and 

changing times. Our prices are competitive and the services 

we offer to patients are oftentimes more desirable than our 

competitors. We’re closing because the system is broken and 

the game is being rigged by a handful of powerful companies. 

In  a  free  market,  different  businesses  should  be  able  to 

compete  and  if  my product  or  service  isn’t  as  good  or 

convenient as the CVS Pharmacy across the street, then I 

deserve to close down. I could live with that. What I can’t live 

with is a system where the companies managing the health 

care options for millions of Floridians also own PBMs who 

sets my prices and the prices of my competitors. Those same 

companies also happen to own their own pharmacies and 

often require patients to fill their prescriptions there — even if 

the prices paid are significantly higher. 

This startling situation is something pharmacists have known 

about for years, but now a new independent study uses data 

from the state’s Medicaid program to highlight exactly how 

bad the problem is in Florida. 

Since 2016, more than 270 independent pharmacies have 

closed down in Florida. Just last month, a local pharmacy 

that had served its customers for 40 years went out of 

business in Deland, a city with less than 35,000 residents. 

According to the owner, the reason was “below-cost 

reimbursements from insurers” because PBMs are setting the 

prices of drugs and regularly paying their own pharmacies 

more than they pay unaffiliated ones. The study highlights an 

example from less than an hour away from this pharmacy 

where a CVS pharmacy was reimbursed 20 times more for the 

same drug than a local pharmacy. How is that fair? 

It’s clear Florida’s current system is not working for the 

patient, but unfortunately it will be rural patients who have to 

bear the biggest burden if legislators don’t act soon. 

Here’s an example of how patients who rely on their local 

pharmacies pay the price. I recently spoke with a pharmacist 

who lives on the other side of the state. One of her patients 

came in with a letter from the managed care organization 

Staywell/WellCare. The letter said the patient can no longer 

fill her prescription for a particular chronic illness at the local 

pharmacy she’s used for years. Instead, the letter gave her four 

different “in-network” pharmacies she could go to — the 

closest one was 148 miles away! They were even so audacious 

as to suggest  the patient  try filling her prescription at  a 

pharmacy more than 1,000 miles away,  in Pennsylvania. 

Letters just like that are causing chaos for countless patients 

across our state. 

One thing is clear: This situation has spiraled out of control, 

and real Floridians — including rural pharmacists and their 

patients — are suffering. We understand the problem and we 

know what solutions have worked in other states. The only 

question that remains is whether state lawmakers will embrace 

meaningful PBM reform that puts patients above PBM profits. 

https://floridapolitics.com/archives/322033-shane-abbott-rural-communities-most-affected-by-predatory-pbm-middlemen
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.floridapharmacy.org/resource/resmgr/docs_2020_legislative_session/FL_Master_Master_5.0_Delieve.pdf
https://www.beacononlinenews.com/news/ritter-s-pharmacy-suddenly-closes/article_fc296be0-58e9-11ea-886d-336e5083d868.html
https://www.beacononlinenews.com/news/ritter-s-pharmacy-suddenly-closes/article_fc296be0-58e9-11ea-886d-336e5083d868.html
https://www.beacononlinenews.com/news/ritter-s-pharmacy-suddenly-closes/article_fc296be0-58e9-11ea-886d-336e5083d868.html

